
Initiative for annulment of the decision on the military range and
declaration of Montenegrin Sinjajevina as a nature park

Civilian guards have been going on in Sinjajevina for 42 days now, making it impossible for
an army exercise to be carried out on that mountain, which would include shooting, all with
the goal of protecting the unique nature of that mountain and the livestock community living
in it.
The citizens’ initiative Let’s Save Sinjajevina sent an initiative to Prime Minister-designate
Zdravko Krivokapic and leaders of the coalitions “Peace is our nation” and “Black and
white” Aleksa Becic and Dritan Abazovic to amend the Agreement on program priorities of
the expert government, which would read – polygon and declaring the mountain a regional
nature park.
“Today, the Montenegrin public is acquainted with the Agreement on the program priorities
of the expert government, which includes 13 points, and which, according to the latest
information, is not the final document. On this occasion, we address you with a proposal to
supplement the mentioned document, which would be included as an item after item nine
(9) which refers to the permanent ban on the construction of mini hydro power plants, and
read: Annulment of the decision regional nature park “, they state in the announcement.
“We believe that it is necessary for the new agreement of the new government to cover the
essential issue of establishing a military range on Mount Sinjajevina, which would represent
the destruction of the unique ecosystem within the Tara River Biosphere Reserve under
UNESCO protection, destruction of public goods invaluable for reconstruction and
development of livestock.” and tourism in Montenegro, as well as violation of a number of
international regulations that Montenegro is obliged to respect… We cordially greet you
from Sinjajevina and ask you to respect our initiative “, conclude from Civic Initiative Save
Sinjajevina.
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